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Excellencies,

Madam Gabriela Cuevas, President of the IPU,

Mr. Wolfgang Sobotka, President of the National Council of Austria,

Mr. Martin Chungong, Secretary General of the IPU,

Dear Partisipants,

Ladies and gentleman,

To begin, I would like to address all of you with my warm greetings in this virtual meeting. Parliaments for peace, people and planet in this fifth World Conference of Speakers of Parliaments focusing on multilateralism, call the attention of all of us to enforce our commitment on the core elements of human’s life and relationships. Our
role as Speaker of those we represent is to ensure everyone, live in peace as human being sustainably in this planet.

However, we are currently facing a public health crisis around the world, almost no country escape from the covid-19. No scientific approach yet, provide solution to recover from this pandemic. Within a period of 6 months the world lost around 775,000 people and identified more than 22,019,000 reported cases, and now we are dealing with the second outbreak of the covid-19 and state leaders once again are taking preventive measures to re-lockdown their countries. We are not sure about the end of this pandemic expansion and its destructive power.

We are gathering virtually in this two days from distance but close to each other to encourage and to express our solidarity and joining endeavors for a common needs of preventing our society, our citizens, our younger generation from being victims of this pandemic. I thank the advantage of information and communication technology of which allows this virtual meeting to take place.

The multiple impact of covid-19 on almost every sector and level of our society challenging not only the intellectual intelligence but virtue competence of leaders, politicians, experts, religious figures to rethink and reshape the world order. In many countries the society may have achieved a high level of life style and that beyond the humanistic sensitivity or may ignoring the foundation of human values of which every individual and the society are based on. We may ignore the importance and indispensable natural capitals which have sustained for grant, all living creatures including human life. The intelligence competence may undermine the virtue competence in such a way that the later has been marginalized from building the society and nation foundation. Then, Covid-19 probably emerged to remind us on such imbalance life and call our attention on reorganizing the world order.
Even though, we all should thank the advantage of science and technology which contribute to the progress of the world society and that reflects the high excellent of human potentials. Science and technology contribute a lot to the relationships and cooperation of nations and society in various forms and types of mechanisms and platforms of which IPU is one of them.

I would like to reassure that the international organizations, in this respect the IPU, remain more vigilant on what is happening in our countries to safeguard our dearest values of human life, democracy and rule of law. We should aware that many challenges will arise from the Covid-19 impacts. We need to think the world in a different perspective, where solidarity is paramount and sustainability should be the principle of development approach. By a multilateral agenda, and a more strategic and united approach will take us to find solutions.

I do believe that, in this challenging time and considering the essence of the theme of peace, people and planet in the platform of multilateralism against covid-19, we should to dig in depth into our human potentials to identify solutions for our own problems. Meaning that we should combine properly all the potentials and translate that into an strategic solution for all sectors and levels for all generations.

To conclude, I would like to remind that the world needs to learn from the past and use all human potentials and mechanisms the world have of which the Parliaments around the world are part of that to motivate solutions and changes by strengthening the cohesion, cooperation to build a new world.

Thank you very much!